QUICKIE® heavy duty (HD) wheelchairs are designed to meet your needs. These high-capacity manual and power wheelchairs have reinforced frames and durable components ensuring strength and patient safety. Select QUICKIE chairs can accommodate 350 to 650 lbs. weight capacity. JAY® cushions and backs can accommodate 500 to 650 lbs.
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## HEAVY DUTY WHEELCHAIR OPTIONS

QUICKIE wheelchairs are designed for you and by you. In development, we consider how you interact with your wheelchair to maintain maximum efficiency, performance, fit, and style.

### MANUAL FOLDING

- **QUICKIE® 2 HD**: 350 lbs. weight capacity  PG. 3
- **QUICKIE M6®**: 650 lbs. weight capacity  PG. 4

### MANUAL TILT-IN-SPACE

- **QUICKIE IRIS® HD**: 400 lbs. weight capacity  PG. 6

### POWER WHEELCHAIRS

- **QUICKIE P-222 SE**: 350 lbs. weight capacity  PG. 7
- **QUICKIE QM-715®**: 400 lbs. weight capacity  PG. 7
  - with tilt
  - 350 lbs. weight capacity
  - (with tilt and recline)

### HEAVY DUTY SEATING OPTIONS

#### CUSHIONS

JAY® wheelchair cushions are designed to stabilize the pelvis, protect skin from the risk of breakdown, and position the body. Premium materials and positioning components create low maintenance and highly customizable seating solutions. Weight capacity dependent on cushion size.

- **JAY BasicPRO®**: 500 lbs. weight capacity
- **JAY GO**: 500 lbs. weight capacity
- **JAY ION®**: 500 lbs. weight capacity
- **JAY UNION®**: 500 lbs. weight capacity
- **JAY 2® Series**: 500 lbs. weight capacity
  - (JAY 2 & JAY 2 Deep)
- **JAY 3®**: 500 lbs. weight capacity
- **JAY FUSION®**: 500 lbs. weight capacity
- **JAY 2® Plus**: 650 lbs. weight capacity

#### BACKS

JAY wheelchair backs are designed to stabilize the pelvis and torso. Their contoured back shells, soft foam, and adjustable components offer stability and comfort to reduce fatigue and maximize function. Ride in confidence knowing we’ve got your back! Weight capacity dependent on hardware.

- **JAY J3®**: 500 lbs. weight capacity
- **JAY J2® PLUS**: 650 lbs. weight capacity
- **JAY GO**: 500 lbs. weight capacity

Back page will contain all JAY items listed here.
VERSATILE AND MODULAR DESIGN ADAPTS TO YOUR NEEDS

**Key Features and Specs:**
- Ultra-lightweight folding chair in swing-away or fixed front frame
- Modular frame option. Can upgrade from STD to HD if weight increases
- One free growth kit within first 5 years
- Transit option available
- Seat width 18” – 22”
- Seat depth up to 20”

**QUICKIE 2 HD**

**Modular Frame Design**
The versatility of the QUICKIE 2 HD is in its modular wheelchair frame that adapts with you as your function, body, and environment change. Independent, interchangeable frame components accommodate changing conditions without having to replace the entire wheelchair. You’re always getting the best from your QUICKIE 2 HD.

**7000 Series Aluminum**
7000 Series Aerospace Aluminum makes the redesigned crossbrace more rigid, stronger, and lighter. The stronger frame results in an increased weight capacity of 300 lbs. (350 lbs. for HD), while the overall chair weight is reduced.

**HD weight capacity**
350 lbs.

**Standard weight capacity**
300 lbs.
QUICKIE M6

Modular, High-Strength Frame
The M6’s modular frame, modeled after the industry favorite QUICKIE 2, features high strength steel for increased wheelchair durability.

Locking Crossbrace and Stabilizer Bar
The M6 utilizes a double locking crossbrace and stabilizer bar to minimize frame flex and create a more rigid ride quality. This ensures that more energy transfers directly from your arms or feet to the axles for the most efficient propulsion.

Key Features and Specs:
- A variety of interchangeable frame components allow the M6 to adjust as your needs change
- Seat width 22” – 30”
- Seat depth 18” – 22”
- Seat height 17” – 20”
- Weight 53 lbs. with legrests

HD weight capacity
650 lbs.
QUICKIE GP SERIES

RIGID

A CLASSIC QUICKIE RIGID WHEELCHAIR

Key Features and Specs:
- Custom built ultra-lightweight rigid frame
- Heavy duty option up to 350 lbs. through Built-4-Me
- Seat widths up to 20” standard, and more available through Built-4-Me
- Seat depths up to 22” standard, more available through Built-4-Me

The Ultimate Rigid Frame
With over 25 years of loyal users, the GP’s hand-crafted, box frame has stood the test of time. It’s one piece construction exceeds QUICKIE’s superior standard of quality and delivers an unmatched rigid feel to your wheelchair.

Tapered and Swing-Away Front Frame Options
The GP’s multiple front frame options and angles give you the positioning you need without having to sacrifice a rigid frame wheelchair. Choose between the standard GP, tapered GPV for increased maneuverability, or the GP swing-away for easy transfers and the option of elevating legrests.

HD weight capacity
350 lbs.
(Available through Built-4-Me)

Standard weight capacity
250 lbs.
Quickie Iris HD

Intelligent Rotation In Space
The superior standard for rotational tilt-in-space wheelchair technology, the Quickie Iris features up to 55° of intelligent rotation in space technology, the broadest range of positioning and caregiver options, numerous adjustments, and it’s one of the lightest tilt-in-space wheelchairs available today.

Key Features and Specs:
- One of the lightest weight tilt-in-space wheelchairs today (39 lbs.)
- Fixed or width adjustable strut tubes
- One free growth kit within first 5 years (only on non-SE models)
- Ultra low seat-to-floor height as low as 12.5”
- Seat width up to 24” and seat depths up to 22”
- Transit option available on HD model
- Reverse configuration available

HD weight capacity
400 lbs.

Standard weight capacity
300 lbs.
### Quickie P-222 SE

**Key Features and Specs:**
- 8.5 mph, 4-pole standard motor package
- PosiDrive™ technology increases the overall strength of the drive train and features easy-to-service hubs
- 25” turning radius for excellent maneuverability

### Quickie QM-715 HD

**Key Features and Specs:**
- SpiderTrac® suspension – one of the most aggressive suspensions on the market today
- Multiple seating system options, including SEDEO® ERGO™
- 5 mph motors, with SureTrac® option
- Seat widths up to 24”
- Seat depths up to 22” (up to 24” through Built-4-Me)

### Quickie P-222 SE

This power wheelchair offers the ultimate indoor and outdoor maneuverability and performance. Unique manual conversion kit for convenient transport available.

### QM-715 HD

QM-7 Series power wheelchairs combine function and luxury for a unique driving experience featuring SpiderTrac® 2.0 Suspension and SEDEO ERGO Seating

### P-222 SE weight capacity

350 lbs.

### QM-715 HD weight capacity

- 400 lbs. (With tilt)
- 350 lbs. (with tilt and recline)
JAY CUSHIONS

These JAY cushions with up to 21” seat width have a standard weight capacity of 300 lbs. The weight capacity increases to 500 lbs. with 22” – 24” seat widths. J2 PLUS has a weight capacity of 650 lbs. on all of its sizes, available in 20” – 26” seat widths and 18” – 22” seat depths.

- **BasicPRO®**
  - E2602
  - Up to 500 lbs.

- **GO**
  - E2604
  - Up to 500 lbs.

- **Ion®**
  - E2608
  - Up to 500 lbs.

- **Union®**
  - E2608
  - Up to 500 lbs.

- **Fusion®**
  - E2623
  - Up to 500 lbs.

- **J3®**
  - E2623, E2625
  - Up to 500 lbs.

- **J2® Series**
  - E2623, E2625
  - Up to 500 lbs.

- **J2® PLUS**
  - K0669
  - Up to 650 lbs.

JAY BACKS

- **J3® PA**
  - E2613, E2614

- **J2® PLUS**
  - E2613, E2614

- **GO**
  - E2611, E2612

Heavy Duty Seating Selection

To learn about customizing JAY seating products, visit the JAY Your Way product page on www.SunriseMedical.com.